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Abstract—This paper describes the development of an online
resource to assist the Career Services Office of the Seidenberg
School of CSIS with graduating students’ career job searches
in technology. A practical automated tool was created for Pace
Career Services to help students get the best job positions in
Software Engineering, Data Science, and Cybersecurity. This will
include specific job titles such as Cyber Security Risk Analyst,
Information Security Engineer, IT Security Consultant, Cyber
Security Incident Responder, and others that require an extended
period of job experience, certifications and college degrees. The
development of this tool illustrates the phases of web development
using Python codes and modules that will scrape major job search
platforms and return keyword data on relevant job queries. The
projected data output will produce information concerning job
trends in Information Technology and attempt to provide relevant
data to the career servicing office so potential graduates can fine-
tune resumes for job search purposes.

Index Terms—Data Analytics, Cyber Security, Python Code,
Keyword Search, Job Search, Web Scraping

I. INTRODUCTION

The research is based on the successful placing of students
in a desired technical career. Technological careers in the field
of Cyber Security have increased because different organiza-
tion in private and public sectors understand the importance
of protecting valuable data among employees and clients [1].
According to the U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics, job outlook
employment for information security analysts is projected to
grow 31 percent from 2019 to 2029, much faster than the
average for all occupations. Demand for information security
analyst is expected to be very high, as these analysts will
be needed to help create innovative solutions that prevent
hackers from stealing critical information or causing problems
for computer networks. The recent data regarding increases
in jobs in cyber security has motivated individuals because
interest in a technical field or job promotes the idea that

a computer science career will provide job security. Most
students who have obtained a bachelor’s degree including
beginner certification, focus on entry level technological fields
that provide the needed job experience. If the goal is to achieve
an intense technological career, then the requirements for skill
sets will demand a masters or doctorate degree. Figure 1 below
outlines this for a typical Information security Position.

Fig. 1. Quick facts: Information Security Analyst [2]

The chart below demonstrates the projected employment by
educational requirement, increasing in comparison to the type
of degree and educational background. Students interested in
a technical career can aspire for job placement if some level
of skill set is established. Data analysis is a vital component
that is used to provide important job skill and employment
for future career expectations for individuals enrolling in
technological courses. The efforts to create a resource for
job searches will use a basic computer interface that will
allow students to enter his or her skills and receive the output
information regarding available employment.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The effects of data analytics link to creating a website
for Pace Career Services that is user friendly and provides
accessible data entry for job search inquires to locate potential
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Fig. 2. Employment By Education Requirement [1]

employers. In the previous research by Jain, et al, “Using data
analytics to extract top keywords and trends in information
technologies,” [3] the team wrote code that was deployed in
a prototype tool in Microsoft Excel environment. When the
spreadsheet was open and links activated, it executed web
scraping on job search websites such as Indeed, GitHub and
Monster. The tool needed only for the career services staff
user to populate it with search terms for the job descriptions
to be scraped. The initial search terms were set up for common
positions that the staff user or student graduate was most likely
to be searching for. This saves time for the career center staff
user from going to each of the sites individually. Our team
is tasked with creating a portal that will make this capability
open to students and staff to use directly on the Career Services
website, or on an intranet site for just Career Services, that is
user friendly and will not require strong Excel skills.

At some point, we all experience a moment when as a
college student, we realize the difficulties of finding a job,
which involves a new career, job search goals, or a job where
promotion and beneficial opportunity exist. This dilemma cre-
ates frustration for college placement centers who understand
the needs and importance of job placement and must match
an individual student’s skill set. In any given situation data
analytics is a crucial element, a big part of the daily lives
for career services staff and university undergraduates and
graduates.

Research was performed by David Smith and Azad Ali
at Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana, PA, USA,
Analyzing Computer Programming Job Trend Using Web Data
Mining, he determined that creating a technology was needed
to could locate, extract and filter aggregated information from
various on line web resources. As a result of the research, web
scraping technology appeared. The purpose of web scraping
is to identify, locate and extract the potential useful data and
the information from the web sites, web activities and job
listings. It then joins together the traditional data mining and
web scraping and can play a key role such as the mining of
search engines and the following:

• Job Listings.
• Assist with Development of Search Engines.
• Improve and Enhance Search Engines.
• Determining Authority Pages.
• Web Document Classification.

• Web Log Mining.
• Intelligent Enquiries and Establishment of Meta-Web

Data Warehouse [4].

It is clear and evident through practice that the recent
technological advances (especially the Internet) have enabled
the collection of vast amounts of information which need
to be managed and analyzed in order for it to be effective
[5]. Traditional technologies of database management systems
prove to be incapable of handling the massive volume of data
that is generated from these technologies [6]. The newer tech-
nologies of data mining and web data mining have emerged
to correct these issues. Although a general consensus on terms
“data mining” and “web data mining” has not been realized.
this has resulted in some degree of confusion. Therefore, the
understanding of these terminologies may help in clarifying
their proper use in the analysis of various data gathered. This
section explains these terms by introducing the definitions of
relevant terms that are widely accepted. It will also explain
the suggested proper use of these technologies.

III. METHODOLOGY

The web scraping research analysis assists students at Pace
University to obtain the most desirable courses available to
assist them and the Career Service Center to build an effective
resume for job searches. This research will analyze potential
position titles and opportunities of availability with employers
who need individuals with specific skill sets in comparison
to the types of jobs currently available in the market. Tech-
nical careers are rising and creating a website that provides
essential research tools is helpful to Job placement offices and
departments within colleges. This will assist them to strive
to assist students with job placements that enhance current
career abilities. The goal of the project is to create a code
that will utilize job scraping techniques to perform commands
that will provide key word outputs of potential employers
in comparison to geographical location. The main research
goal is to create or improve the code that will be utilize to
scrape websites for job search’s. This will potentially provide
an easy to use web interface for staff to assist in gathering the
necessary key words for a student resume’. The guidelines
for creating and improving the code with python will help to
further develop or improve the website for the Pace University
Career Services department.

A. Methods Of data analysis To Determine Trends

1) Quantitative Analysis Approach: Data analysis, in cor-
relation with types of trends in the job market, is determined
by analysis. The percentage of output data is derived from the
variations of facts collected and explored. The tasks of data
projections consist of textual and numeric variables, primary
and secondary values, which are used in statistical analysis.
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The types of data derived from Qualitative analysis, which uses
the approach of providing answers to questions, uses textual
or numerical integers.

Types of data analysis methods:

• Prescriptive Analysis
• Text Analysis
• Diagnostic Analysis
• Predictive Analysis

According to the Indeed Career Guide, before performing
any kind of data analysis, make sure there is a clear idea of
the strategy and key objectives. The data collected is used
to input different types of databases or software applications,
such as relational, distributed, commercial, and NoSQL, which
is useful in creating graphs and tables. The workforce in new
emerging technologies are using disruptive approaches to win
the best jobs, ones with high pay and with appropriate work-
life balance. Upon researching the most sought-after skills,
badges and certifications, the developed prototype showcases
real-time analytics for highly valued skills in the technology
industry. The tool results in an output that can be used
immediately. This research acts as a guide for recruiters to
write more precise job descriptions [3].

B. Why Web Scraping is Used to Produce the Desired Results

Web scraping is a widely used technology that can collect a
large amount of information from the websites you intend to
scrape. The question becomes why would someone or some
program want to collect such large data sets from specific
websites?

To understand more about this, let’s look at the details of
how web scraping is preformed and what applications might

benifit from this behavior.

• Completing a Price Comparison: Services such as Parse
Hub, Google shopping and Camel Camel Camel use web
scraping to collect and present data from online shopping
sites so that end users can use it to compare the prices
of products and shop for the best deals.

• Email address Data Mining: Many companies that use
email as a medium for marketing and ad campaigns will
use web scraping to collect the email address and user
ID’s. Once this information has been gathered it is then
used to send bulk emails to perspective new clients.

• Social Media web Scraping: Web scraping and data
mining is used to collect the latest information from
Social Media websites such as Instagram, Twitter and
Facebook to find out what is trending from different
groups and subset of individuals.

• Research and Development Programs and Companies:
Web scraping is used to collect a large set of data
that contains general information, statistics, trends, from
websites, this information is then used and analyzed to
build and conduct surveys or for RD in industries.

• Job listings Information: Details information in regards to
job openings and interviews questions are collected from
different job search websites and then listed in one place
so that the information can be easily accessible to the
user or requester.

Fig. 3. Web scraping visualized

C. So what exactly is Web Scraping/Data Mining?

Most web scraping and data mining uses an automated
process or method used to extract large amounts of data from
websites that are targeted. The data being scraped or mined
on the websites are mostly unstructured or random in nature.
Web scraping helps collect this information data and store it
in a structured format to be used for its intended purpose.
There are many different ways that you can scrape or data
mine websites using services such as online resources, APIs
or simply writing your own code using the coding language of
your choice. In this article, we will examine how to implement
web scraping and data mining with Python.

D. Legality of Web Scraping

Discussing whether or not web scraping is legal or not takes
some looking into. Some sites allow web scraping and some
don’t. To understand whether a website allows web scraping or
not you can look at the website’s “robots.txt” file and review
the ”Terms Of Use” or ”Terms of Agreement” of the site you
wish to scrape. You can find this file by appending “/robots.txt”
to the URL that you want to scrape. In this example, we
are trying to scrap the Monster.com website. So, to see the
“robots.txt” file, the URL is www.monster.com/robots.txt.

The guidelines and laws concerning web scraping depends
on the companies, individuals, and the legal system description
of violation. Web scraping in general and in most cases is
not technically classified as illegal. The concept supports web
scraping in the public sector and job website, such as Indeed
is that in the age of information where the use of the internet
increases obtaining vital information for job searches, loan
applications, and real estate listings is an important aspect of
daily routine. The factors of web scraping considered by the
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court as illegal are an act of hacking or violating the terms
and agreement of a websites contract.

• See Appendix A

According to the ABA Journal, Earlier this month, the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals at San Francisco took a stand for
an open internet [7]. A three-judge panel found that automated
searching of a public websites, also called web scraping, is
not a violation of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, the
country’s main anti-hacking law. At issue was whether or
not hiQ Labs, a data analytics company, could continue to
scrape publicly available data from LinkedIn, which is owned
by Microsoft, even after the resumé website sent a cease-
and-desist letter. LinkedIn argued that, after receiving the
cease-and-desist letter, hiQ Labs’s scraping was “unauthorized
access”—the internet’s version of trespass—under the CFAA.
HiQ Labs thought that, since the data it collected was public,
its actions were legal. The appellate court sided with hiQ Labs.
The CFAA was enacted to prevent intentional intrusion into
someone computer.

Based on the decision from the 9th U.S Circuit Court
of Appeals in San Francisco public web scraping is not
consider illegal. The legal factors regarding scraping, and the
law enacted indicates that the act of scraping for public and
research use is permissible by law. The acts of web scraping
view as not permissible involves ethical concerns of type of
data published is consider to violate the law of copyright
[8]. Collecting and publishing social media data, if not done
properly, might lead to two orders of legal concerns. The first
is that publishing the data might lead to copyright infringement
(see, for example, Markham et al., 2012) in accordance with
the information in Sage Journal. The guidelines that view web
scraping as permissible or not permissible incorporates the
idea of right and wrong, and the ethical and legal implication
that arise from using data scrape illegally.

While there are numerous technologies tools used to pre-
form data or web scraping the legality of Web Scraping is still
a “grey area” in the legal field [9] when discussing this, we
must define legality as compliance with local, state and federal
applicable laws and legal doctrines. There is no legislature that
addresses Web Scraping directly. As of now, Web Scraping
is guided by a set of related, fundamental legal theories and
laws, such as “copyright infringement”, “breach of contract”,
the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA), and “trespass to
chattels” [10].

• See Appendix B

E. Python Code for Web Scraping

To understand why Python code is used for web scraping
you should understand the features that are available which
makes it more suitable for web scraping.

• Ease of Use: Python is a simple to understand code and
easy to implement. Unlike other programming languages,
Python does not use confusing code features that com-
plicate other languages such as semi-colons.

• Python supports a Large Collection of Libraries: Python
has a very large collection of libraries such as Selenium,
LDAP, Matlplotlib, and Pandas. These libraries or plug-
ins, provide methods and functionality for many different
purposes. This means that Python is suitable for web
scraping and formatting of the extracted data.

• Dynamically typed: Python does not require a program-
mer to define common data types for variables. Most
variables can be directly used wherever required. This
saves time and makes programming more agile and easy.

• Readily Understandable Syntax: Python syntax is very
easy to understand mostly because reading a Python code
can be similar to reading a statement written in the
English language. It is expressive and easily readable,
and the indentation used in Python also helps the user to
differentiate between different scope/blocks in the code.

• Small Amount of Code - Large Task: Web scraping is
commonly used to save time when compiling needed
data. This benefit is overridden if you spend a long
amount of time writing and compiling your code? With
Python this is not the case. In Python, you can write small
amount codes to accomplish a large task. This means that
you save a large amount of time not writing large amount
of code.

• Support and User Community: What if you get stuck
while writing the code and you don’t have answers to
key questions regarding the code? With Python you don’t
have to worry about this. The Python community has one
of the largest and most active user communities or any
programming language, this can be a tremendous asset
where you can seek help and answers to questions asked.

Fig. 4. Web scraping Examples [11]

F. Web Scraping and Data Mining

So how does someone go about scrapping data from a
website or data source? When you ask the program to run the
code for web scraping, that request is sent to the designated
URL that you have identified in your code. A defined response
to the request is returned when the server sends the data and
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allows you to read the HTML coded web-page or XML coded
page. The Python code will then read and parses the HTML
or XML page to find the data you wish to scrape and then
extracts it in the desired output.

• Define the URL or source that you want to scrape with
Python code

• Inspect the page to determine and locate the data you
want to scrape

• Write and compile the Python code
• Run the Python code and extract the intended data
• Return and store the data in the required format such as

.csv or .xlsx

G. Web Development Using Python Codes and web scraping
for Job search

The data analysis concerning educational requirements and
employment projections from the U.S Bureau of Labor il-
lustrates that opportunities for students who desire a career
in technology, has a positive outlook. The main purpose of
the system being developed is to scrape vital and useful
information from various different job search websites, like
Linked-In, Indeed, Monster and so on, and extract information
that can help career centers to understand what is the right
advice for students for various technology fields. Every field
has its own job roles that various companies give out, and
these job roles come with different academic requirements
and responsibilities. The job portal sites listed in figure 3
are regularly used by Career Services department at Pace
university. They are used assist in finding jobs that match the
criteria and skill sets for the technology graduates within the
various degree programs the university offers. Currently there
is a mostly manual process preformed within the Handshake
software used at Pace university. Our team will navigate and
web scrape well-known job posting websites used in the
labor market, such as Indeed and USAjobs.gov, to extrapolate
from the job portal sites keywords within the job listings
to determine trends and popularity within the emerging job
market.

Currently, career centers don’t have time to go over this
vital information, one job role at a time, in order to guide the
students in the right direction. Various websites give out this
information to the applicants, but it comes with its own price,
and it’s not something that everyone can afford.

The primary goal of the research is to scrape that infor-
mation from these websites and display it in a way that the
career centers would have, in a predefined template of what
requirements are currently being asked of the applicants. This
can help the students a lot if they know what they are expected
to do right from the start and can help the career centers to
guide their students and point them in the right direction for
their successful future. Scraping is a vital technique that will
extracts data from career links that are not posted or available

Fig. 5. Variety of Web Sites used by Career Services [3]

to the individual user or the public. The research creates a
web module, using Python code for scraping searches that
will incorporate a user-friendly interface and ease of data entry
based on educational background and hiring availability. The
development of the job search website will demonstrate the
positive and negative effect of web scraping. Communities,
universities, and career services are finding ways to launch
tools to provide productive matches between employers and
prospective employees. The system is being developed using
Python and it will allow the user to enter keywords such as
“Job Role” then the program will scrape all the pre-defined
websites and give out a list of requirements and responsibilities
that the candidate might need to have or include on a resume.
This makes the process a whole lot easier as career centers
will guide the students to make their resumes, accordingly,
help them apply for relevant positions and hopefully help them
with the jobs of their choice.

Fig. 6. Projected Percentage Change by Select Occupational Groups [1]

IV. PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND RESULTS

A. Initial Scraping Findings

Our initial web scraping finding produced the results we had
hoped for, albeit at a slower then hoped for time frame. Job
postings from the site targeted were displayed in the format
our program specified but it took more than an three hours to
get the desired results, code modification was needed.

After the code was modified to optimize the results the
time needed to complete a scrape was less than 30 minutes
in length. This was a direct result of using the Selenium
dependencies for Python code.
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The results of the code are generated for review, currently
our research was able to extract a list of keywords that are
associated with job postings across multiple sites. See the
figure below for a snip of the output.

Fig. 7. Key words and sites with job listing that include key words.

B. Using Selenium controls web browsers

Selenium is many things but at its core, it is a tool set
for web browser automation that uses the best techniques
available to remotely control browser instances and emulate
a user’s interaction with the browser. It allows users to
simulate common activities performed by end-users; entering
text into fields, selecting drop-down values and checking
boxes, and clicking links in documents. It also provides many
other controls such as mouse movement, arbitrary JavaScript
execution, and much more. Although used primarily for front-
end testing of websites, Selenium is at its core a browser user
agent library. The interfaces are ubiquitous to their application,
which encourages composition with other libraries to suit your
purpose.

V. CONCLUSION

A. Highlights of the research

The research in this project is mainly focused on:

• Web Scraping Tools: optimum method to extract precise
job information from popular job websites in real time.

• Data Analysis: Data mining from the filtered job key-
words to provide analysis of job skills requirement match-
up to different job position in the job market.

• Pace University career services: To achieve the ultimate
working efficiencies when apply this application to the
University career service, the project has aimed to work
compatibly with the career service website.

According to the trends of job market in 2020, the job po-
sition demand and applications numbers were growing rapidly
in the U.S due to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic [12].
The web Scarping application is the most efficient method

for students to locate the keywords of the most popular jobs
and generate the customized resume format from the internet
[13]. There are visualizations such as charts and diagram
for users to identify high demand job skills and certification
from the list and select the most interested options for the
resume. This application is required to serve all types of users
from different backgrounds and skills levels in Pace university
and let them approach their ultimate career path and resume
enhancement. The application platform is highly coherent
with Pace University Career Services and ITS department
which is very integral and compatible for future development
environment.

After multiple adjustment and testing, the web scraping
application are properly installed on the user’s desktop to
ensure the qualities and efficiencies of data collection from
the web scraping process. The major improvement of this web
scraping application is the reduction of the overall runtime
of data collection and analysis process from 1 hour to few
minutes. The Pace University users can customize resume
format with this application by uploading the preset draft
document in the database for better results.

• See Appendix C

B. Future Work

Our team’s finds, although meeting the goals, could produce
better output for the details extracted from the web scraping.
Our interface requires an individual to upload or replce excel
spreadsheets to provide the terms and jobs to be searched. But
what could be a better option? How about if you could provide
a web interface that allowed the end user to simply type the
needed term or job search directly into an input dialog box
and then return the keywords or job listings for that particular
search? Providing a web based interface would be a key item
in developing usage and end user interaction on future projects.

Additionally, if you could open the web interface to the
student users, they would be able to enter the key bits of
information to allow them to pull keywords from specific jobs
of interest and then compare them to resume’ items. This
would the student to be sure there is alignments for human
resource personal to compare and find the right candidate with
the right fit. It would also assure that resume bots will match
the resume with job listings that have the associated keywords
within them, this will greatly increase the ”job match” for the
applicant.
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APPENDIX A
”TERM OF USE” APPENDIX

Under ”Restrictions on Use”: (iii) use nor attempt to use
any “scraper,” “robot,” “bot,” “spider,” “data mining,” “com-
puter code,” or any other automated device, program, tool,
algorithm, process or methodology to access, acquire, copy, or
monitor any portion of the Site, any data or content found on or
accessed through the Site without the prior written consent of
Gartner; (iv) forge headers or otherwise manipulate identifiers
in order to disguise the origin of any other content [14].

Under “Terms of Use” You agree not to access (or attempt
to access) the Site by any means other than through the
interface that is provided by Indeed, unless you have been
specifically allowed to do so in a separate, written agreement
with Indeed. You agree that you will not engage in any activity
that interferes with or disrupts the Site (or the servers and
networks which are connected to the Site). Unless you have
been specifically permitted to do so in a separate, written
agreement with Indeed, you agree that you will not crawl,
scrape, reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell, trade or resell the
Site for any purpose. Using or providing any false, fake, or
fictitious name or contact information in connection with the
Site is grounds for immediate termination of your Indeed
account and ability to use the Site [15].

Under “Terms of Use” All Monster Users agree to not: (a)
transmit, post, distribute, store or destroy material, including
without limitation Monster Content, in violation of any appli-
cable law or regulation, including but not limited to laws or
regulations governing the collection, processing, or transfer of
personal information, or in breach of Monster’s privacy policy;

(b) take any action that imposes an unreasonable or dispro-
portionately large load on any Monster Site’s infrastructure;
(c) use any device to navigate or search any Monster Site
other than the tools available on the Site, generally available
third party web browsers, or other tools approved by Monster;
(d) use any data mining, robots or similar data gathering or
extraction methods [16];

APPENDIX B
COMPUTER FRAUD AND ABUSE ACT (CFAA)

CHAPTER XXI—ACCESS DEVICES AND COMPUT-
ERS SEC. 2101. This chapter may be cited as the ”Counterfeit
Access Device and Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1984”.
SEC. 2102. (a) Chapter 47 of title 18 of the United States
Code as amended by chapter XVI of this joint resolution is
further amended by adding at the end thereof the following: ”§
1030. Fraud and related activity in connection with computers
”(a) Whoever— ”(1) knowingly accesses a computer without
authorization, or having accessed a computer with authoriza-
tion, uses the opportunity such access provides for purposes
to which such authorization does not extend, and by means
of such conduct obtains information that has been determined
by the United States Government pursuant to an Executive
order or statute to require protection against unauthorized
disclosure for reasons of national defense or foreign relations,
or any restricted data, as defined in paragraph r. of section
11 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, with the intent or
reason to believe that such information so obtained is to be
used to the injury of the United States, or to the advantage
of any foreign nation; ”(2) knowingly accesses a computer
without authorization, or having accessed a computer with
authorization, uses the oppor- PUBLIC LAW 98-473—OCT.
12, 1984 98 STAT. 2191 tunity such access provides for
purposes to which such authorization does not extend, and
thereby obtains information contained in a financial record
of a financial institution, as such terms are defined in the
Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978 (12 U.S.C. 3401 et
seq.), or contained in a file of a consumer reporting agency
on a consumer, as such terms are defined in the Fair Credit
Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. 1681 et seq.); or ”(3) knowingly
accesses a computer without authorization, or having accessed
a computer with authorization, uses the opportunity such
access provides for purposes to which such authorization does
not extend, and by means of such conduct knowingly uses,
modifies, destroys, or discloses information in, or prevents
authorized use of, such computer, if such computer is operated
for or on behalf of the Government of the United States
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and such conduct affects such operation; shall be punished
as provided in subsection (c) of this section.

APPENDIX C
INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS/MANUAL

To install the Python program and run the program please
download the following file and extract and save to you
desktop on your machine from Github.

https://github.com/DhairyaParikh/
Scraping_pace

Now you will download and install Python from the link
below:

https://www.python.org/downloads/

Now you will install the dependencies for the program:

https://packaging.python.org/tutorials/
installing-packages/

C:\Users\pathname\Desktop\Scraping_
pace-master>python -m pip install Django

C:\Users\pathname\Desktop\Scraping_
pace-master>python -m pip install pandas

C:\Users\pathname\Desktop\Scraping_
pace-master>python -m pip install bs4

C:\Users\pathname\Desktop\Scraping_
pace-master>python -m pip install
selenium

C:\Users\pathname\Desktop\Scraping_
pace-master>python -m pip install
requests

C:\Users\pathname\Desktop\Scraping_
pace-master>python -m pip install
matplotlib

C:\Users\pathname\Desktop\Scraping_
pace-master>python -m pip install
openpyxl

Instructions for running the Pace scrapping Application

Step one is to remove the following files from the pro-
gram directory on the desktop PortalsCountsForCyberSec.xlsx
PortalsCountsForCyberSecURL.xlsx, they are overwritten
each time the program is run. You will need to save them
for future review and then remove them from the follow-
ing path: C:\Users\yourname\Desktop\Scraping_
pace-master:

Now we will run the program by following the steps below:

Fig. 8. Open a command prompt in Windows.

2. Navigate to the Scrapping folder on the desktop with the
following command, just copy and paste:

cd desktop\Scraping_pace-master

3. Run the program by entering the following command at
the command prompt:

python manage.py runserver

4. After running the manage.py program you will need to
open a web browser and paste the following:

http://127.0.0.1:8000/scraping

5. Review the newly created files for the information about
job listings, key words. PortalsCountsForCyberSec.xlsx Por-
talsCountsForCyberSecURL.xlsx
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